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Abstract
This pupes descrihcs the analysis of an active contourfitted
[I ttit;cyt itr ( I sequence of images recorded by a freely
iiioiiii(q iiticcilil~r~iterl
cumera. The motivating application
i.v tlic visiiul giiitkince of a robot towards a target. Contour
[ l ~ ~ t i i i . i i i ~ i t i [ ) i(ire
i , s unalysed to extract the scaled depth of
tlic ttrt;qct. t i r i d t o crplore the feasibility of 3 0 egomotion
I W ~ J W I ; ~ ~Tlir
.
s c o l d depth is used to compute the time to
(:atituct. ii.lticli pirJvic1c.s U measure of distance to the target,
trtrtl U h J f o improve the common depth maps obtainedfrom
point nicitchc.s. \ihich ure a valuable input for the robot to
to

[ l l ' ~ J i t /~ J b . S r t l ~ / O , S .

1

Introduction

Active contours hwc proved to be a valuable tool for trackin? a moving targci observed by a static uncalibrated camcr;~121. The analysis of an active contour has also been
~~roposctl
to computc the 3D pose of a tracked target when
ilic calibration p:umicters of the camera are known. Here
w e cxrcntl thc analysis of an active contour to the case in
which i i i s lilted i o a static target, observed by an uncalihraicd camera I'rccly moving in 3D space.
F i r 5 i . LW explore the fcasibility of 3D egomotion recovery I'roni the unalysis of an active contour in a sequence
rccordctl by an uncalibrated camera. Second, the depth of
ihc iarpct is rccovcrcd up to a scale factor, which suffices
io compuic a ii1c;Isurc of distance to the target, namely the
tinic to coniact with ihc target. The usual approach to compute ihc iimc i o coniact is based on optic flow [9], either
by ohtnining the velocity vectors at all image positions, or
I>\:extracting some salient points and tracking them from
l'riinic i o I'l-nnic. Less works address the problem of estiiiinting the time i o contact on the basis of only local information. Cipolla xicl Blake [ 5 ] compute the surface orientat i o n and time i o coniact using the area moments of closed
contours c x t l a c t c d I'rom the B-spline snake control points.
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Their procedure can be used for qualitative visual navigation, if the viewer can make deliberate movements or has
stereoscopic vision [6]. Here we extract the time to contact at frame rate directly from the shape vector of an active contour using a single freely moving camera. Finally,
we prove that common depth maps obtained from point
matches can be improved by adding the scaled depth of the
points inside the target, which can be approximated by the
recovered depth of the contour under weak- -perspective
conditions.
The present work is part of a project aimed at the visual
guidance of a low-cost robot walking towards a target [4]
in an unstructured outdoor scene. It is a six-legged robot
equipped with a single camera rigidly mounted to its body.
Since our robot has deliberately limited resources, we do
not look for very sophisticated procedures but instead we
want to reach the best possible compromise between simplicity and performance.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section characterizes the projection of a contour using an uncalibrated
weak-perspective camera model. Section 3 presents the
derivation of the shape vector, from which we extract the
scaled depth of the target (Section 4) and the time to contact with the target (Section 5). In Section 6 we combine the depth computed for matched point with the scaled
depth of the target to improve the final depth map. Finally,
the advantages and limitations of the proposed procedure
are discussed in Section 7.

2 Projection of 3D motion on the image
plane
A static object in 3D space is used as reference to estimate
the camera motion. We fit a closed curve to its occluding
contour in the initial position, which can be written in parametric form as Do(s) = ( X O ( S )yO(s),
,
Z,-,(S))~
where s
is a parameter that increases as the curve is traversed. The

projection of Do(s) on the image plane is called the template, d o ( s ) . When there is a relative motion between the
camera and the object, the reference object presents a new
occluding contour which we denote D(s).
Under weak perspective conditions, i.e. when the object
fits in a small held of view and the range variation of its
points is small compared to their distances to the camera,
then the occluding contour of the object can be assumed
to be a 3D curve that moves rigidly in 3D space. As we
are interested in tracking a distant target, both assumptions
ho Id. Therefore

where R is the rotation matrix and T is the translation vector corresponding to the 3D rigid motion.
Taking the camera coordinate frame as reference, the projected contour on the image plane has the following expression

E'

Now, it is interesting to observe that

(

I[:)

do(.) is
the template centred on the upper left corner of the image.
Thus it can be computed from the observed template by
subtracting the coordinates of its centre.
The difference between the curve at a particular instant and
the template is

(

d(s) - do($) = (L - I) do(s) -

E:])

+P,

(5)

where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix,

f
R3Do(s) +T,

where f is the focal length, K , x K , is the pixel size,
( 7 6 0 , ' U O ) is the principal point, Rij are the elements of
the rotation matrix R, R3 is the third row of R, and
T = (T',;,TI,,T z ) T . We assume that the calibration parameters f , IC,,,,IC,,,' u 0 , vo are unknown, but we explicitly
writc them in order to highlight their effect.
Under wcak-perspcctive conditions Zo(s) can be approximated by thc average depth 20 of the contour, and
RalS0(.s) R:tzJlo(s)<< R33Z~ T,, then equation ( 2 )
can be rewritten a s

+

Combining equations (3) and (4),

+

andcu, = fKu,cu, = fK,.
This result shows that the rigid motion of the 3D contour
(equation (1)) projects as an affine deformation of the template onto the image plane (equation (5)), under weak perspective conditions.

3 Affine deformation from the analysis of active contours
In this section we review how the affine deformation of
the template in the image plane can be recovered from the
analysis of an active contour fitted to it.
The contour is represented as a parametric spline, d(s) =
( & ( ~ ) , d ~ ( s )where
) ~ , both d,(s) and d y ( s ) are B-spline
curves. We can write them as a function of their control
points,
d,(s) = B(s)QX

(3)
In particular, thc projection of the template is

d y ( s ) = B(s)QY

where Q' is a column vector of control points for the ith component and B(s) is a row vector of B-spline basis
functions [2]. Putting both expressions together, we obtain
a compact expression for d(s)
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where OT i s a column vector of zeros, U(s) = I @ B(s)'
and Q is the vector of control points. In particular, the
template is written a s

4 Computation of scaled depth of the target
The shape vector computed in the preceding section has a
direct relation with the egomotion parameters (equations
(6) and (7)). From equation (6), we observe that the aspect
ratio
needs to be known in order to deduce the rotation
parameters. It can be assumed to be known for off-theshelf cameras. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the aspect ratio is one. Then, the 3D motion parameters
can be recovered writing the rotation matrix in terms of the
Euler angles,

2

where Qo is the vector of control points of the template.
Then

whcl-c Qo is thc vector of control points of the observed
tcmplate minus the coordinates of its centre. Substituting
this expression in equation ( 5 ) , we obtain
d ( s )- do(.) = (L - I)U(s)Q, + p .

Ohserving that U( s ) 1 = 1 from the convex hull property
01' B-spline c~irvcs.and using equation (8), the difference
hctwccn d(s) and do(s)can be rewritten as

R

= Rz(+)Rx(mL($J)

(10)

where R,($J)and R,(+) are rotation matrices about the Z
axis and R,(O) is a rotation matrix about the X axis.
Substituting equation (10) into equation ( 6 )

and,

[4 [4+
[Y]+ [TI+

Cl(.?) - d o ( s ) I= p,cu(s) +p,U(s)

LuU(s)

+ ( L I , - l)U(.s)
tL.lU(S)

[&i+

(L22 -

1)U(s)

K;I,

Then

Comparing this rcsult with expression (8), we can conclude
t h a t the diffcrcncc i n control points Q - QOcan be written
a s a linear comhination of six vectors. Therefore, using
rnnti.ix noiaticin.

g,

case =

where A 1 is the largest eigenvalue of LLT and A2 the smallest one. The scaled depth of the target is

Q-Qo=WX
\vhcrc \Y is tlic shapc matrix with the six vectors as
columns.

+

can be extracted from the eigenvectors of
The angle
LL*. The eigenvector v1 with largest eigenvalue equals
the first column of R,[z($),
cos+

[sin41 .
and X is a vector with the six parameters of the linear comhination. namely thc shape vecfor,

x = (/),..I),,. LI

1

Isolating R,lz ($) from equation (1 l),

T

- 1,Lza - 1,L21,L12)

Wc use an active contour tracker based on the Kalman filter [ 2 I to compLiIc the shape vector X along the sequence.
The active contour is I'orced to lie in the space of affine
deformations ol' the tcmplate for each frame.

and observing, from equation (14), that

R33

Tz
1
+=20
A'

we can find sin$ and then 74J.
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Once the angles ,Si,, 0, d, are known, the rotation matrix R
can be computed as in equation (IO). The scaled translation
along Z can be computed as

where r is the time to contact taking the sampling period
as time unit. From this result, we can state that the time to
contact can be computed directly from the shape vector as,

The rest of the components of the 3D translation vector
cannot be computed without knowledge of the internal calibration parameters. Note that from equation (7),

Til PZ
- ___R13 7

zo

auJXT

- R23.

Ty =

zo

a v d x

(16)
(17)

The results keep the ambiguities common in monocular sequences. The Necker reversal ambiguity can be observed
in equation ( 13) and equation (15) shows the depth- scale
ambiguity. The former is reduced using the continuity of
the sequence, but the latter can not be avoided unless the
depth of the target is known or a stereo vision system is
used. Nevertheless the results suffice to compute the time
to contact with the target and the scaled depth map, as explained in the following sections.

5

Computation of the time to contact

The implementation of the theory shows that this measure
is a useful tool to predict the collision time. We report an
experiment carried out inside a laboratory in order to evaluate the reliability of the results. A sequence was recorded
at a constant velocity of approximately 16cm per time unit,
and the target was set at 97cm from the initial position. A
simple target was chosen, although the capability of active
contours to track complex shapes and their robustness to
occlusions have been proved elsewhere [ 2 ] . Fig. 1 shows
different samples of the sequence. At each frame the active
contour is fitted to the target. Figure 2 plots the recovered
time to contact as a function of time. It can be observed that
the graphic decreases linearly as predicted for a uniform
motion. The experiment has been successfully repeated
for more general motions that include translations parallel
to the image plane and rotations. However, note that the
computation of the TTC makes sense only for translational
motions towards the target.

6 Depthmap

The time i o contact (TTC) with the target is the time

needed for the viewer to reach the target if the viewer continues with the same speed. In fact, it is a measure that has
been used by different authors for the guidance of wheeled
robots [91 or road vehicles [7], assuming motion on a planar surface. Even when the motion is non-uniform, the
profile of thc time to contact as a function of time provides
an important cue for braking reactions [3].
We estimate the likely time to contact to the target from the
shape vector. This calculation can be done without knowledge of neither the size and distance of the target, nor the
speed of the camera towards it.
From equation ( 14) and the recovered rotation we define
H; for thc contour at frame i as

where T,, is thc translation in Z at frame i. The difference
between H in consecutive frames is

Thcrcforc.
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There are several works that deal with the recovery of 3D
structure from point matches [8, I]. We propose to improve
the depth map by adding the scaled depth of points inside
the target to the set of scaled depths computed for matched
points.
First, salient points and their matches between frames are
detected [lo] and their scaled depths
are computed.
Then, the 3D map is complemented by adding the scaled
depth of points inside the target to the set of scaled depths
computed for matched points. Under weak perspective
conditions, the scaled depth of points inside the target
can be approximated by the scaled depth of their contour
(Equation (14)).
The proposed scheme has been tested, at a first stage, using
indoor scenes, and later it has been successfully applied to
real outdoor scenes. Here we provide the depth map of one
of these scenes. Fig. 3 shows a sample of the sequence,
in which the active contour is fitted to the target (i.e. the
door).
A set of salient features for the frame in Fig. 3 are automatically detected [ IO] in Fig. 4. Once the matches for these
points are found in the following image of the sequence,
their scaled depth is computed. The final depth map is calculated by the interpolation of the depth of these points and
the depth of the points inside the target. Figure 5 depicts a

(2)

A
Figure 3: An active contour is fitted to the target and it is
tracked along the sequence.

B
Figure I : Estimtrtion cf TTC from the deformation of an.
the$rst ( A ) and the last ( B ) imogcs of r i iitlco seqrience taken by a moving observer ap~~iwrcliing
the torget (11 a uniform velocity (approximately
16c.irr po- rime) i r i i i t ) . An active contour tracks the target.
I t s tlqfi)r.riintiori.s use rised to estimate the time to contact
(Fi,?.2).

view of the final result. Blue colours depict distant regions
while red ones represent nearby points. For instance, the
silhouette of the tree can be observed, in red, in the left
side of the image. The target can be observed in blue and
in front of the target, we can observe the shape of a branch
of the tree and the reconstruction of points that belong to
the tractor. These data on the environment structure constitutes a valuable information for the viewer (e.g., a robot)
to decide its best path towards the target.

r r c ~ i v ecoiitorri: CVe ohsesve

Figure 4: Set of salient points on the image.

7 Concluding Remarks
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This paper presents a new approach to provide depth information on a target. The proposed method is based on a
direct measure of image deformation from an active contour fitted to the target. We deduce the shape vector of
the active contour assuming a freely moving uncalibrated
camera, and we relate this shape vector with the 3D egomotion of the camera. From this relation we discuss the
recovery of egomotion and target position from the shape
vector. The depth of the target is recovered up to a scale
factor. The latter suffices to compute the time to contact

5

Figure 2: Estiirrotc~tltime to contact as a function of time. It
hc ohsi~r-\~c~tl
tlrrrt the plot decreases linearly as should
ii
hnppcri,for LI r r n i / o ~ ~ i motion.
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